I. Introduction
Th e Roma¹ minority is the most marginalized in Italy. Th e living conditions of Roma are below acceptable standards. With little consideration for how they view themselves, Roma are labelled as nomads and are not recognized as a national minority subject to special rights guaranteeing, among others, specifi c protection from discrimination. Th is label allows the cultural legitimation of their exclusion to the point that, regardless of whether they wish to live nomadically or settle into a location and be sedentary, they are forced to live in camps outside cities in unsanitary conditions and with little or no access to education, employment or health care. . Th e words 'gypsy' or 'nomad' (mistakenly but commonly used in Italy to refer to the Roma) will only be used if they are also used in the articles, books and documents to which I am referring or which I am quoting.
Roma are the target of racial profi ling by public authorities and police forces. Th e media contribute to the perpetuation of negative stereotypes. News of Roma who have been caught kidnapping children or who have allegedly committed crimes is given great emphasis. Research shows, however, that for almost any case in which a Roma has been accused of kidnapping a child, it has been easily proven that this did not actually happen.² Nevertheless, even when the police point out that the alleged crime was not committed, the media hardly report this news, especially when compared with how much space is given to the news of the alleged crime. People remain thus convinced that Roma kidnap children, and this perception is often used to foment hatred and violence. For example, following the news that a young Roma had allegedly attempted to kidnap a child in Ponticelli (Naples), on 13 May 2008, people living in the area set the nearby Roma encampment on fi re and Roma families were forced to escape.
Th ese legal and sociological issues prompted the consideration the legal framework for the recognition of Roma as a minority in Italy in light of international standards, and in view of new law proposals and policies which stress the need to better protect the Roma against discriminatory statements, as well as the consideration of the necessity of placing limitations on freedom of expression, and especially on statements which can cause harm to persons or groups.
As it will be seen, despite the fact that Italy has ratifi ed most international human rights instruments,³ and despite the adoption of the National Strategy for Roma Inclusion in 2012, which followed Communication 173 of the European
